Attractive and stylish wall mounted system: The perfect choice for public areas where flying insect management needs to be discreet yet provide the ultimate power.
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Attractive and stylish wall mounted system:
The perfect choice for public areas where flying insect management needs to be discreet yet provide the ultimate power.

Disguised as a wall sconce, the Mantis Uplight is easily mounted on the wall for years of reliable service. The front cover can be painted, decorated, or decal wrapped to match or blend with existing decor.

- A high-powered 36-watt Quantum ultraviolet lamp – more attraction to target flying insects.
- Covers 1000 to 1200 square feet (line of sight).
- Shatter resistant lamps, as standard.
- Strategically positioned full-size glue board – effective control and maximum catch of all sizes of flying insects.
- Large full-size black adhesive board – to hide catch with added discreetness.
- Gray grid matrix boards, available as an option, for easy insect counting and monitoring. Boards can be retained to provide an accurate record of infestation levels for HACCP audits.
- Glue boards are interchangeable with other Mantis systems – minimizes stocking requirements and gives exceptional performance and value.
- Advanced energy efficient electronic ballast system reduces running costs and increases energy savings.
- Electronic ballast also eliminates the need for starter replacement – less maintenance.
- Deflector helps keep wall surfaces from discoloring.
- Incorporates the latest technology.
- 3 year warranty.
- Quick and easy no tool service.
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